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Now with famous Ukiyoe woodblock prints in Collection mode!

Ukiyoe are a traditional Japanese style of woodblock prints. "53 Stations
of the Tokaido&quot 5d3b920ae0
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The campaign is kind of frustrating due to the 3 Koi-Koi requirements for Gold medals in the stages near the end as well as the
AI's tendency to stop instead of calling Koi-Koi when behind. On the plus side, the stages are easy to retry. I do wish there was
an easier way to restart matches than completing them, but as each match is only 3 hands, it goes by quickly even when you
know you will fail. It does lead to some epic 3 Koi-Koi calls in one hand though! Koi-Koi is a really fun game, so the expansion
overcomes the my minor concerns, especially considering the price. The artwork of the prints is nice, and the new themes are
pretty cool too.. The campaign is kind of frustrating due to the 3 Koi-Koi requirements for Gold medals in the stages near the
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